Get your Alpha-1 story covered in your local newspaper

The following is a step-by-step guide offering tips on how to get your Alpha-1 story into your local newspaper. Getting this kind of coverage can help to raise awareness of Alpha-1, and can increase donations toward research that can create better forms of treatment for Alphas and, ultimately lead to a cure for Alpha-1.

1. News Outlets

News outlet selection is very important, and it is important to make sure your story is relevant to each outlet you pitch. For example, TechCrunch covers tech while TMZ covers gossip.

For basics, we recommend you tell your story to local newspapers because:

1. They are easier to obtain coverage because they cover a niche area, so there will be less competition.
2. Your story is likely to be about someone in the community, so it is very relevant to the readers; therefore, very likely to be covered.

Local newspapers include community papers, county papers, municipal papers and provincial/state media.

If you don’t know any local media sources in your area, a simple Google search termed “___ area newspaper” will give you plenty to choose from.

To ensure coverage, we recommend that you contact at least 3 media outlets (TV, newspapers, online news, radio). After all, the more people you pitch to, the more likely your story will be covered.
2. Contact

To contact a news outlet, you must first find their contact information. For most sites, the contact page is located in the footer. However, the contact page link isn’t always obvious, so you can use CTRL and F (for PCs) or command F (for MACs) to find the contact page link. There are also tools like MailTrack.io to help scan the internet for email addresses. Once you are on the contact page, you will usually be faced with three kinds of submission structures:

a) The simplest format is the News Outlet giving you an email to submit your news tip/story. The email address will usually be tip@______news.com or news@______news.com. You simply copy down the email address and send them your pitch.

b) The second type of format is a hosted submission box. This format is also very straightforward as you just copy and paste your story into the box and press send.

c) The third format is a long list of reporter/editor emails. For this format, you should look through the list and find the reporter/editor you think would cover your story. For example, because Alpha-1 is a health condition, you may want to start with the health reporter or editor. If you are conducting a local event, you may want to contact the reporter who covers the city or area where your event will take place. This format often has the general email address like Tip@____news.com available as well, so you could opt to send the story to the general email as well as a reporter’s email.

Note: Do NOT send your email to more than 2 reporters from the same site. Reporters in the same newsroom talk to each other, so the same email to too many of them could be viewed as spam, and be sent to the junk or trash file.
3. Content

Although your email is telling a news outlet your Alpha-1 story, the most important aspect is to emphasize how the story is relevant to a news outlet and why they should cover it.

Your pitch email should include the following:

• Reasons why your story is relevant to a particular news outlet
• The main points of your story (don’t be too long, just need to get the main points across. They are writing the story, not you, so just answer the big questions)
• Previous news coverage (links!)
• The Alpha-1 Foundation website link (www.alpha1.org)
• Your contact information

4. Template

Dear ____ (“reporter name” or “editor” for general email),

Considering your previous coverage of health and philanthropic stories, I thought I would share with you the inspiring story of Jonathan Maidment, a 24-year-old from Connecticut who is passionate about hiking and helping the Alpha-1 community.

Maidment has Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Deficiency (Alpha-1), a genetic condition that can cause lung and liver disease, and on October 16, 2019, he completed a seven-month journey to raise funds and awareness about this condition: Maidment finished a thru-hike of the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT).

Holding up his Alpha Angels flag to honor those that have lost their battle to this condition, Maidment took each of the 2,650 miles of this long-distance trail for the Alpha-1 community.

Maidment kept the Alpha-1 community and his followers updated throughout his journey via his official Facebook page, facebook.com/hiking4acure, where his followers were also able to leave him encouraging messages along the way. Facebook fans followed him each step of the way to celebrate and cheer him on while hiking.
We are very grateful to Jonathan Maidment for this incredible accomplishment, for raising Alpha-1 awareness and funds toward Alpha-1 research. You can read his story here a1f.org/33yULwv

For additional inquiries, please contact [Your Name] at [your email] or [phone number]

Sincerely,
[name]
[email]
[phone]

5. Follow up

You are not guaranteed to get coverage from a news outlet by sending just one email. Often, you would have to send the email two to three times before you receive a reply from the news outlet. We recommend sending a follow-up email if you don’t hear back from a particular news outlet after 3 days to stay top of mind.

6. Sample press release

Contacting a reporter or editor at your local news outlet directly with information about your story is your best bet for getting coverage.

Additionally, on the next page is a sample press release that might prove useful in case you are holding an event, and want multiple news outlets to cover it. Try to keep it to one page (reporters get a lot of these, and have little time to read each one), and send it to as many news outlets as possible, using the tips above about reaching out to media:
Brief headline about what your group is doing

In the first sentence, give a summary of what your group is doing. Try to keep it to 25 words or less.

In the second sentence, state why your group is doing the activity in question, and provide a little bit of background information about the event or the person who will be featured.

In the third sentence, try to offer a quote from the leader that steps back from the facts and provides context in simple language about what your group would like to accomplish through the activity, i.e. “Len Geiger will share his amazing lung transplant experience as an inspiration for all Alphas to overcome our challenges, and to keep fighting for a cure,” said Tom Corron, the Fort Wayne, Indiana Support Group Leader.

In the fourth sentence, give the date, time and address of the event in question, i.e. Geiger will speak on Sept. 23 at the Indiana Alpha-1 Support Group meeting, 5:30-7 p.m. at the Allen County Public Library Main Branch, Meeting Room C. The library is at 900 Library Plaza in Fort Wayne.

###

About the Alpha-1 Foundation:
The Alpha-1 Foundation is committed to finding a cure for Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Deficiency and to improving the lives of people affected by Alpha-1 worldwide. For information, visit www.alpha1.org.

#Alpha1Awareness alpha1.org/awareness